"reality" that arrives directly from cortex. According to this view, CA1 acts as a "comparator" that computes novelty.
The Subiculum Is Necessary and Sufficient for the Dopamine Novelty Response
Whatever the exact site of novelty detection within the hippocampal region, there is now evidence for a polysynaptic pathway ( Figure 5 ) that carries that novelty signal from the hippocampus to the VTA. Legault and Wise (2001) generated a behaviorally significant novelty event by allowing rats to enter a part of their cage from which they were previously restricted. This event led to substantial activation of the VTA, as evidenced by the DA released in a VTA target, the nucleus accumbens ( Figure 2A1 ).
To test whether this release was dependent on the hippocampus, TTX was injected into the ventral subiculum, an output structure of the hippocampus that receives direct excitatory input from CA1. TTX caused a nearly complete block of the novelty-induced DA release ( Figure 2A2 ). The release could also be reduced by blocking glutamate receptors in the VTA, ruling out the possibility that DA release was due solely to an effect on DA terminals in the accumbens, where the release was measured. These results thus demonstrate that the hippocampal region is necessary for generating the novelty-dependent activation of the VTA. for hippocampal-dependent VTA activation because TTX application to the PFC does not block the effect of subicular stimulation on DA neuron activity (Floresco et cells is observed in these regions and has been interpreted as the recall of a memory sequence cued by al., 2001) ( Figure 2C2 ). Rather, the evidence indicates that the signal involves a polysynaptic pathway through sensory input (Jensen and Lisman, 1996; Tsodyks et al., 1996). In such sequence recall, a sensory cue triggers the accumbens and ventral pallidum ( Figure 2C2 ). The activation of DA neurons caused by stimulation of the a process within the dentate and CA3 that predicts the events (places) that are likely to happen next, based on subiculum can be blocked by application of a glutamate receptor antagonist into the accumbens (Floresco stored memory sequences (Lisman, 1999). These predictions are then sent to CA1 via the Schaffer collateret al., 2001). Since accumbens cells are a major target of excitatory input from the subiculum, these results als ( Figure 5 ). CA1 cells also receive a second major input that comes directly from cortex and carries sensuggest that the accumbens is required to relay information from the hippocampus to the VTA (Floresco et sory information (Vinogradova, 1984 tion is set in motion by neuronal activity, there is the potential that activation of this network under any conSummary, Predictions, and Implications dition may overwrite stored information. Such activity In summary, the evidence we have reviewed points to might include use of the network to recall stored inforthe existence of a functionally important loop between mation or simply the processing of spontaneous noise, the hippocampus and the VTA. The downward arc of conditions that do not require plasticity. The role of the this loop carries novelty signals from the hippocampus dopamine system may be to ensure that long-term to the VTA where it stimulates the novelty-dependent plasticity cannot occur unless it is behaviorally advanfiring of these cells. The evidence for this is quite tageous; without dopamine, late LTP does not occur strong; VTA activation is blocked by TTX application to and early LTP decays within about an hour. The comsubiculum and can be mimicked by exciting the subicuplexity of the downward arc of the loop may be delum. The synaptic and biophysical events at the VTA signed to precisely determine the conditions under that trigger novelty-dependent burst firing are beginwhich long-term modification is allowed. The function ning to be understood. of the novelty detection process itself is to perform a In the upward arm of the hippocampal-VTA loop, the network-wide decision regarding whether the incoming dopamine that is released enhances LTP. This enhanceinformation is truly new or just a degraded representament has been clearly demonstrated in CA1, but it does tion of a stored memory. However, as we emphasized not occur at the cortical synapses onto dentate granule before, even if the information is new, activation of the cells. DA action is thus selective for particular hippo-VTA appears to be contingent on additional criteria, nocampal synapses and it will be important to survey tably relevance to goals and salience. In this way, the more hippocampal regions to delineate the sites of DA system only allows late LTP during restricted periods, action. Although there are strong indications that inthereby minimizing the possibility of overwriting preterfering with the DA system can affect memory itself viously stored information. Molecular or lesion methods (Figure 3B) , the experiments do not yet clearly establish need to be developed that will interfere with the flow of whether the DA target is the hippocampal CA1 region information around the loop; we predict that late LTP where the effects on LTP have been established (Figand learning would be dramatically reduced in such an  ures 3 and 4) . open loop condition. Conversely, procedures that fixed Many of the key experiments that we have cited use the loop into a continuously functional (closed) condia novel environment as a stimulus for evoking dopation would be expected to produce experience-depenmine release and enhancing LTP (Figure 4) . The positive dent degradation of old memories. aspect of such protocols is that there can be little doubt
The idea that the hippocampus and VTA act as a dyof the behavioral significance of the effects. The neganamical loop has several implications. First, the bidirective aspect is that the time scale of the stimuli and the tional flow between the hippocampus and VTA creates resulting response is slow (minutes). This makes it diffiproblems in separating cause and effect. For instance, cult to identify the relevant neural signals and to follow fMRI signals generated in response to novelty have them around the loop. What is now needed is the develbeen interpreted as novelty detection, but given the raopment of behavioral paradigms that allow the rapid pidity of novelty detection as determined by other presentation of novel stimuli; this will make it possible methods (e.g., Figure 1A) , it is possible that the obto determine whether these stimuli elicit short 
